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About This Game

The game is in the early access alpha stage and is not yet feature complete. Please read the Early Access info at the top for more
details.

Manage a group of intrepid colonists as they attempt to survive on an alien world. Automated machine construction was sent
ahead to create the underground Mercury Facility, but something has gone wrong. Your colonists awake to find the facility in
ruin. Expand the colony, grow crops, build structures, recover technologies and discover lost secrets to ensure the survival of

your new home away from home.

Mercury Fallen is a simulation game which focuses on building, crafting and exploration. The choices you make will decide the
fate of your colony.

Dig & Explore
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Dig out and explore the surrounding area for raw resources and discover lost colonists, collapsed facility rooms, discoveries and
more.

Grow & Manage Resources

Grow terrestrial and assorted alien crops for materials and meal production. Manage production chains to turn raw ingredients
into meals, building materials and robots.

Manage Colonists

Colonists are indirectly controlled by placing buildable objects, managing craft queues/rosters at production stations, assigning
job roles and configuring job priorities. Each colonist has their own set of quirks which affects a colonist in various ways.

Surface Exploration

Explore the planet surface in search of new resources and discoveries.

Discoveries & Technology
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Discover blueprints and data logs hidden away in lost item chests to uncover new technology and story content. Manage research
projects to unlock numerous machines, structures, recipes and more.

 Grow clones and assemble robots to expand your facility population

 Manage colonists’ injuries, ailments, jobs, quirks and needs

 Grow various terrestrial and alien crops for material and meal production.

 Uncover additional colonists, robots and discoveries hidden in collapsed sections of the Mercury Facility

 Build and manage power and water resources.

 Customize your colonists name and outfit colors

 Research technology to unlock new structures, recipes, crops and more.

 In game guide

 Take advantage of procedural generation, so that each new game is a new experience.

 * Take on missions and uncover various history and information through choice driven story narratives.

* = Planned features still in development
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Title: Mercury Fallen
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Nitrous Butterfly
Publisher:
Nitrous Butterfly
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card (shader model 3)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Yeah. I Monster!. Overall Overhaul Feedback
Being a cynic; is hard....
especially, with dev's, who respond so rapidly
and, with such a good track record of doing what they say.
as far as the way the last patch incorporated the pre-existing structures
ie.. flippage of the framage..
You guys really towed the line.
Well-done.
the other enhancements and streamlining that is ongoing
shows promise, for future rolling-out of content,
with less headaches than are.... most common, in this arena.

Sure, there are texture mapping and seam issues to contend with.
always are..... but
Overall.......
after a hundred hours, in........ I am still content at sea,
though
in the future,
I intend on helping Leavenworth
gain some communicative skills beyond
the casual
"Your beautiful".... and

hey, you gotta..

I would suggest to newcomers, that
some pre-play Youtube homework time, be spent
learning what's what,
before bogging down the boat and captain Codebullet... and his engineers.
they be busy, doing great things...
great things, left- for us to fathom.. For 5 Dollars, you really can't go wrong. Controls are different, a little strange, but you catch
on quick, and its a new take on a played out game style. Try it out. good for have trading card. Summary: A classic-if-dated
strategy game good for wasting some late nights. 5/5.

-----

I was thrilled to see this game on Steam, because it is one of my old favorite games from the late 90s. I used to spend hours at
night when I should have been sleeping playing this game, sending insults to The Baron while I was heavy-eyed and dozing off.
It was one of my introductions to games like Civilization, and I am not sure where to be thankful or angry at Impressions for
that.

And I think comparing it to a small-scale Civilization is a good way to put it. It's a lot simpler and more focused than Civ, and
nowhere near the scope of Civ.

The concept of Lords 2 is that the king has died, and five pretenders to the throne are fighting it out with diplomacy and warfare
going county-by-county. Each player starts with a county, and can conquer thier neighbors while forming alliances and starting
wars. A second part of the game deals with commanding a battlefield in real time as you storm castles and conquer towns.
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Part of what made this game special in its time is that the two game modes combined two different strategy genres perfectly.
The main game was a turn-based strategy with a small amount of micromanaging of counties, while the skirmish mode was an
RTS reminiscent of Warcraft without the building aspect.

The included "Siege pack" expanded on the RTS elements of the game, adding a Skirmish menu for custom battles and sieges.

The game is still a lot of fun, but doesn't quite hold up after nearly 2 decades. The AI is not very competent in the skirmishes,
and the controls during those battles is awkward. Issuing orders in mid-fight can be a pain. Fortunately there is an option to skip
the battles and "autocalc" them, if they are frustrating. This can be done at anytime, before the battle or during.

The micromanaging might be offputting to some people, but it is not particularly complicated.

Ultimately the game is still fun and immersive, but doesn't feel the same with all of the excellent strategy games that followed.

Avoid Lords 3 at all costs.
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Inner Voices is not a horror game. I guess, thirller is better word to describe it. Some screamers in the game are more like easter
eggs (ones of many) than really important part of the athmosphere.

Discovering of the John Blake's interior is not scary. The game based on making feeling of anxiety, confussion and mystery.
Confussion, both John's and gamer's.

Story is nice and not quite predictable. In fact, it's very ingenious. Sounds are great, and music gives me the creeps. However
voice acting is at best "not bad", but John's voice is worst problem. Many times it just killed my immersion.

The game looks good, but I'm disappointed by poor physics (motionless drawers are really pain) and elements like curtains,
which acts like a wall. Oh, and cutscenes \u2013 seriously, cutscene looks fantastic, and show how great Inner Voices potential
should be with bigger and more wealthy team. And how this potenitial was unused.

But the most important part of Inner Voices are doors and random-generated locations. Creators made lots of various rooms and
even more events happening randomly. When after a few hours playing you think you know the game inside out, suddenly a
new, unexpected event can happen. This mechanics still has some bugs, but it's really, really fun to find all events and easter
eggs.. is good , do buy. Thing about this game is that it's brand new from an indie developer. Is it rough around the edges? Yeah,
but it's being updated/improved daily. Is it similar to XCOM? Yes, however it brings something new when you speak of XCOM.
The way I look at this is that XCOM was all about stopping aliens where this is more of we've found a new home (possiblily)
and we've got to fight to keep a foothold. Personally it's got plenty of room to grow and the base building is neat. I believe that
as time goes on and the developer recieves feedback and ideas this could become as great as XCOM if not beat it (however it's
most likely going to be equal).. Just a really fun game. The controls and graphics are buttery smooth, and the gameplay is
addictive.. I like it but i just dont now how to do some of the options like fold up the wings.. 10/10 ign kinda fast to finish it tho
took me under 3 hours to do so... pretty much like the other games get this game if you like silly games else no. really good little
word adventure game. I bought this because of Matt McMuscles' recent video on it and I wish I could buy it like 5 more times.
This game is great.. Played it a little bit, downloaded a mod or two. Wait what? It's 3am?. I enjoyed playing this game, as a fan
of tower defense and RPG's. However there are issues within it that i would like to address. This game can rely on luck,
something that is not desired by this player. Resources (including randomized weapons) and especially money is not easily
obtainable. Money is used to upgrade towers and purchase weapons and artifacts. This game also demands much from the
player, from defending agianst attackers to mining resources to slowly moving your way around the map. However, i still
enjoyed my time playing this game because its success for me lies in its experimentation. Tower defense is one of the genres i
have not seen much experimentation in, and this one is certainly a fair start.

6\/10, but i would still recommend.
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